Where is SIDR today?

All charter items ‘complete’!

Missing the last few in-flight documents

<list docs>

No new work planned today.
What’s next for SIDR?

Create OPS-Area or Security-Area group(s) to manage ongoing maintenance?

Keep SIDR list around for discussions of current or future work items?

Wash hands, walk away?
Possible plans

Ask Security-Area and Ops-Area to spin up working groups oriented toward:

- Security changes (keys/algorithms/new-threats)
- Operational considerations (updated operational concerns, procedures)

Keep the SIDR list alive, no expected face-to-face meetings

Mailing-list discussions cover all ‘new’ work that arrives which may not actually be done in ‘SIDR wg’

We’re all done here, go home.
Discussion (caution, opinions!)

The list and working group here needs to discuss this.

Splitting to ops/security follows dns -> dns-ext + dns-ops (or v6 or…) model.

A WG that does no specific work on ‘routing’ doesn’t make much sense in the routing area.

We are most likely not done, there will be more discussion at the least.